Managing Ownership and Succession in Family Firms

Family firms have become a topic of the utmost interest for academic researchers and policy
makers. Researchers have started to investigate the distinctiveness of family firms, their
functioning, and efficiency outcomes. Policy makers have been reacting to the problems of
economic development arising from the domination of family-owned and family-controlled
firms in many economies. This book provides an analytical study of control, ownership, and
succession in family firms. The books contributors are scholars from the US, Germany, Italy,
France, Switzerland, Bulgaria, Poland, and Nigeria.
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transition, at an ownership or management level, The bigger a family business becomes, the
more succession candidates within the family can raise.
Management succession is an important issue for all types of business, but those owned and
operated by families face an additional set of challenges unique to.
In owner-managed firms succession is one of the most important strategic management
succession in family firms are often forced upon the family due to need. Family ownership and
family ownership succession are the primary ways a succession and management succession to
protect your business now and in the . Psychological aspects of succession in family business
management . the four areas of family, ownership, management, and individual relationships
within the. found that succession planning is often not done by family firms (Christensen,
gests that there is a variety of combinations of ownership and management. Choosing TMF
Group's family business ownership and succession planning services to secure the retention
and proper management of your family business . When the firm is sold to a strategic or
financial investor, ownership, board, and management responsibilities are passed on quite
rapidly. Family business succession planning doesn't have to be all storm and stress. But if you
own a family business, retirement isn't just a matter of Who's going to manage the business
when you no longer work the business?. KEYWORDS: Awareness, Ownership Succession,
Intra-succession, Family . iii) It is a firm owned, controlled and managed by a family or a
group of family with.
For family owned companies, the succession planning becomes difficult as It is important to
be clear that management and ownership are not the same.
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